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In the traditional theory, the ST segment is the part 
that distinguishes the myocardial infarction only. The 
ST segment only includes part of the ventricle.  The 
traditional segment theory is divided into two major 
parts:  ❶ QRS ventricular depolarization ❷ T wave 
ventricular repolarization.  The ST segment is the 
calm potential between the end of depolarization and 
the beginning of repolarization.  Because of the 
inability to scan the record, this section of the 
ventricle hides a myriad of mysteries.  In Actuality, 
the ventricle is divided into three major parts：
[1] ventricular depolarization at QRS.  [2] The 
ventricular depolarization and repolarization overlap 
at ST segment.  [3] ventricular repolarization at ST-T. 

From a stereotactic analysis of the anatomical site, 
the ST segment occupies half of all ventricular 
actions; it only occupies a third of the repolarization 
of all sites.

The new rationale for the ST segment may be key to revealing the mysteries of the ventricle；it is also the main 
reason why the ST segment does not correlate well with the disease.  Specifically, the ST segment of patients with 
CAD/AMI/ACS does not change.  Myocardial electrical activity does not become an Equipotential line in the ST 
segment according to the law of electrical conduction.  Depolarization and Repolarization are continuous; sine and 
cosine waves are also continuous.  This can be confirmed from the EpCG image.  The ST segment has depolarization 
and repolarization overlap on this only 80~120ms segment.



Cellular action potential is continuous during the process of 
propagation; current is also continuous.  There is no 
Equipotential line in which the ventricular cells are interrupted 
during the conduction process.  Therefore, the ST segment 
theory "the end of the ventricular depolarization ~ the middle 
part of the beginning of the repolarization of a calm potential" 
needs to be rethought.  Time span of the ST segment:  period of 
time encounters the anterior/middle (repolarization) of the apex 
of the ventricular septum and the middle/posterior 
(depolarization) of the ventricular wall.  This section is the most 
active part of the ion channel and causes the ratio of the ST 
segment of normal individuals to elevate frequently.

[1] If the anterior part of the ventricular wall is damaged [most 
common, corresponding anterior descending coronary artery], 
the QRS complex will be widened, and J-point displacement will 
be buried in the QRS complex.  Therefore, image of the 
traditional ECG cannot be properly displayed.  The principle of 
QRS complex widening is due to J-point shift.  J-point is the end 
point of the QRS complex and also the starting point of the ST 
segment.
[2] The extension of the ST segment in the X axis (time) cannot 
be displayed in the traditional electrocardiogram.  Traditional 
EKG ST segment is obliquely upward (rightward upward); it is 
impossible to determine how long the ST segment time range 
truly is, and the end point cannot be determined.

The change in myocardial cell conduction time (X-axis) is more 
common and occurs earlier than the elevation or descent (Y-
axis).  It is a process of compensation and de-compensation.

ST segment not an 
Equipotential line





* Cardiomyocytes during heart contractions result in the 
generation of micro-electricity.  EKG signal is the sum of 
the action potentials produced by the electrophysiological 
activity of cardiomyocytes.  The EKG signal also contains 
fractal characteristics.  Ion channels play an extremely 
important role in electrophysiological activity, generating 
and propagating action potentials.
by- Liebovitch

* Traditional EKG cannot scan the action 
potentials of specific, local myocardial cells.
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Traditional EKG’s only 
form of measurement is in 
ST segment elevation or 
descent acknowledgement.
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Waveform does not 
contain acute angles

Waveform contains acute angles



STw



* Atrial Wavelet Anomaly

* Ventricle Wavelet Disappears

* Ventricular Muscle Abnormal

saah EKG

Traditional EKG

25mm/s
10mm/mV



PTCA
Before
Ventricular
Wavelet 
Disappeared

Atrial 
Wavelet
Present

PTCA
After
Ventricular
Wavelet
Present

Atrial
Wavelet
Present

25mm/s
10mm/mV



Atrial Wavelet Disappeared

Ventricle Wavelet 
Disappeared

Two EKGs cannot tell the 
difference. If the new EKG 
image is similar to a traditional 
EKG, test result is abnormal.

CAD
Patient



Increased Wavelets

Normal Wavelets

Missing Wavelets

CAD Patient

25mm/s
20mm/mV



25mm/s
10mm/mV



STx



ST and T segment Time Course 
Data and Clinical Significance



Traditional EKG
Cannot measure

Traditional 
EKG Can 
Measure 



* ST wavelets increased in amount 
up to T wave peak.

* ST segment and T wave elevating
branch fused.

* ST:T data value is abnormal.              
227:71 presents reverse data ratio

saahECG

ECG

25mm/s
20mm/mV



* ST wavelets increased in 
amount up to T wave peak. 

* ST segment wavelet slope
disappeared.

* ST:T data value is abnormal.
304 : 153.  Reversed data ratio.

saahECG

ECG

25mm/s
10mm/mV



* ST wavelets increased 
X-axis elongation 

* Slope completely 
disappeared

* Exact Ratio:  Abnormal
ST=T (237 : 237)

saahECG

ECG

25mm/s
10mm/mV



* ST wavelets increase
and over T wave 

* ST segment > T segment
(time history) 

* Reverse data ratio
ST:T (205 : 94)

25mm/s
10mm/mV



* ST wavelets increased

* ST time extended to 164 ms

* Short T segment 110 ms

* T wave inverted 

* HV Interval waveform 
shape changed

25mm/s
10mm/mV



226>96,  229>96

ST segment

T segment

80%
Increase

Doubled

ECG

CAD Patient

25mm/s
10mm/mV



* ST wavelets increased

* ST time extended to 184 ms

* Short T segment 178 ms

* T wave inverted 

* AVN morphological changes

25mm/s
20mm/mV



STj



* ST wavelets increased

* QRS complex widening 
(visible J-Point elevation)

* Precise measurement of ST 
segment elevation 2.6 mm

* S wave disappears due to S wave
height and pulling of J-Point    

saahECG

EKG

25mm/s
20mm/mV



STj-Type

Visible 
Wide QRS

Quantitative:
R-j length doubled

CAD Patient
Before Stent

25mm/s
10mm/mV



Qualitative Analysis:
* Deviation from QRS at the

J-Point (ST start point)

* Wide distance between S wave
and J-Point 

* Visible signals during widening
intervals Buried in QRS (wide QRS)

Quantitative Analysis:
*Wide QRS 128ms>normal values

25mm/s
20mm/mV



J-Point 
Descended

J-Point 
Improved



J-Point 
Descended

J-Point
Improvement



STy



Precision EKG
*Qualitative analysis:  ST wavelets 
missing; R‐J widened 
*Quantitative analysis:  accurate 
measurement of ST‐segment elevation 
data

Traditional EKG
*Qualitative analysis:  ST segment 
elevation
*Cannot be quantified:  starting point 
of ST unknown

？

saahECG

ECG

25mm/s
20mm/mV



Thank You 
for Listening


